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KEY POINTS: 

 Currencies of hawkish central banks are playing defence 

 Are China’s soaring pork prices driving core disinflation? 

 The small open economy rate hike bias isn’t working so well… 

 …as Swedish inflation falls and pits markets versus the Riksbank… 

 …and as something similar plays out in Norway  

 The BoC is more isolated… 

 …but with the data to support its neutral bias so far 

 CDN housing starts beat expectations… 

 …but the perennial bears will probably say that’s fake too  

 UK wage growth slips a touch 

 US: 3s auction, resilient small business confidence, JOLTs  
 

INTERNATIONAL 

Developments are fairly light at least in terms of on-calendar risks. The focus 

remains primarily upon the ECB on Thursday. The small open-economy central 

bank bias that leans against dovishness elsewhere suffered a blow overnight 

(see below). Chinese disinflation may be an offshoot of soaring pork prices, a 

staple in the Chinese diet (see below) and not just a trade war effect. Another 

upside data surprise in Canada shone through on top of last Friday’s wickedly 

strong Canadian jobs report. Economists who reject Canadian data in favour of 

their theories have been playing this game forever to their own discredit (see 

below).  

 The USD is little changed overall. The weakest crosses are the Swedish 

krona and Norwegian krone as the small open economy hawkish bias 

crumbled overnight (see below).  

 Sovereign bond yields are rising again. US Treasury yields are up by about 

1bps across maturities, while Canadian yields are up by 2–3bps and so are 

gilts. EGBs are 1–3bps cheaper in 10s. 

 US equity futures are down by between about a quarter of a percentage 

point and a half point across the exchanges. TSX futures are performing 

similarly. Euyropean cash markets are little changed on average. 

 Oil prices are up by about half a buck in terms of WTI and Brent ahead of 

US private oil inventories later today and the government tally tomorrow. 

 

ON DECK FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest

CA 09/10 08:15 Housing Starts (000s a.r.) Aug 210 213 222

CA 09/10 08:30 Building Permits (m/m) Jul -- 2.0 -3.7

US 09/10 10:00 JOLTS Job Openings (000s) Jul -- 7311 7348
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Chinese headline inflation remained steady at 2.8% y/y even as core inflation slipped to 1.5% in August. Slowing core inflation 

points to disinflationary (not deflationary) forces, but be careful toward the causes. Soaring pork prices are behind the headline 

reading due to the swine flu that has destroyed much of the supply (chart 1). The wholesale pork price is up by about 67% since 

just June at a non-annualized rate to the highest price on record back to at least 2006 and it’s dragging a major staple component 

of CPI up with it. Chinese core CPI is well under the headline target of about 3% that is set each year at the National People’s 

Congress. Soaring pork prices that hit a staple in the Chinese diet could be disinflationary by crowding out purchasing power for 

other types of spending along with substitution effects. It’s not obvious that declining core inflation is an offshoot of the 

trade wars and it certainly isn’t deflationary at least at this point as some headline interpretations imply. 

A pair of small open economy central banks that have guided against easing both faced reasons to be a bit more careful with their 

guidance this morning. 

The Riksbank’s steadfast insistence that it still plans on raising its policy rate at the end of this year or early next year is 

on the defensive again this morning. Swedish underlying inflation excluding energy fell to 1.6% y/y (1.7% prior, 1.8% 

consensus). Headline inflation fell to 1.4% (1.7% prior and consensus). The krona is the worst performing cross to the USD among 

the major and semi-major pairs this morning while Sweden’s rates curve is outperforming everyone elses with yield declines in the 

3–5bps range. 

Norway’s inflation rate also surprised lower and that is driving the krone to be the second worst performing currency 

against the USD this morning behind only the krona. Norwegian rates are rallying by less than Sweden’s. Underlying Norwegian 

inflation fell back to 2.1% y/y (2.2% prior and consensus) while headline inflation fell to 1.6% (1.9% prior, 1.8% consensus). 

Underlying inflation has been falling since a peak of 2.7% that was set in March.  

UK wage growth excluding bonuses decelerated by less than consensus expected as the Brexit saga drones on 

endlessly. It came in at 3.8% y/y (3.9% prior, 3.7% consensus). That’s the first deceleration since February after which 

wage growth increased by over half a percentage point. 

CANADA 

Canadian housing starts surprised higher in August. They came in at 226.6k at a seasonally adjusted and annualized rate 

which is marginally higher from 222.5k the prior month and about 14k above the consensus guesstimate. An 11% rise in single 

detached housing starts drove the headline with multiples down 1%. The reliance upon higher singles is positive for GDP because 

singles carry more value-added during construction than condos and semis.  

So, count that as another piece of evidence that says the sky isn’t falling on Canadians. Just like last Friday’s jobs. Now what do 

perennial bears who constantly flap around the yard screaming the sky is falling every year of their existence have to say about 

strong data? Why, they put on their best Donald Trump impression and declare it all to be fake because it doesn’t conform to their 

understanding of the universe or their bias. That’s called guilty as charged of confirmation bias.  

They say so even though a) the job gains have been much stronger than consensus has forecast for years now (chart 2), and b) 

even though all three measures of Canadian job growth have all said the same thing (chart 3). If there is something wrong with one 

measure, then there must be some very good reason as to why all three metrics that approach measurement of Canadian job 

growth in different and independent ways must be wrong. I don’t hear good reasons being offered. All I hear from the end-of-world 

types is a lazy ‘fake data’ charge with no substance to back it by way of proving why all three measures must be simultaneously 

way off reality. Even for the 81,000 job gain for the month of August, it’s statistically improbable that the number was masking an 

actual decline or little job growth. The 95% confidence interval on the Labour Force Survey would still result in a gain between 

around 25k and 135k in repeated sampling 95 times out of 100. So yes, view the exact magnitude of the individual month’s 

estimate with skepticism, but set a high bar against rejecting it outright and look to the years of hiring strength that is continuing.  

UNITED STATES 

US markets only face a 3s auction at 1pmET and trivial data. NFIB business optimism slipped only a tad in August to a 103.1 

reading, down from 104.7 the prior month. While confidence is off the peak of a year ago, it is still cyclically elevated. JOLTS job 

openings will also land at 10amET for July and have been plateauing this year but still toward the highest levels on record. 
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Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing.  While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. 

Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 1.60 1.59 1.45 1.51 1.50 1.33 1.64 1.64 1.46 2.11 2.13 1.95 Canada - BoC 1.75

CANADA 1.57 1.55 1.31 1.40 1.38 1.13 1.37 1.35 1.11 1.57 1.55 1.39

GERMANY -0.85 -0.86 -0.91 -0.84 -0.85 -0.92 -0.57 -0.59 -0.71 0.01 -0.00 -0.19 US - Fed 2.25

JAPAN -0.29 -0.31 -0.29 -0.31 -0.34 -0.35 -0.22 -0.25 -0.28 0.29 0.24 0.11

U.K. 0.45 0.44 0.33 0.41 0.39 0.27 0.62 0.59 0.41 1.11 1.10 0.92 England - BoE 0.75

CANADA -3 -5 -14 -11 -12 -20 -27 -29 -34 -54 -58 -56 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -244 -245 -236 -234 -235 -225 -221 -223 -216 -210 -213 -214

JAPAN -189 -190 -174 -182 -184 -168 -186 -190 -174 -182 -189 -184 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -115 -116 -112 -109 -111 -106 -103 -105 -105 -100 -103 -104

Equities Mexico - Banxico 8.00

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX -0.2 0.9 Australia - RBA 1.00

Dow 30 -0.3 1.8

S&P 500 -0.0 2.0 New Zealand - RBNZ 1.00

Nasdaq -1.0 0.6

DAX 0.4 4.9

FTSE -0.1 -0.3

Nikkei 0.3 3.4 Canada - BoC Oct 30, 2019

Hang Seng 0.0 2.9

CAC -0.0 4.9 US - Fed Sep 18, 2019

Commodities

WTI Crude 0.4 6.6 England - BoE Sep 19, 2019

Natural Gas 0.9 23.1

Gold 0.1 0.5 Euro zone - ECB Sep 12, 2019

Silver 0.1 6.9

CRB Index 0.5 1.8 Japan - BoJ Sep 19, 2019

Currencies

USDCAD 0.1 -0.5 Mexico - Banxico Sep 26, 2019

EURUSD -0.1 -1.5

USDJPY -0.0 1.8 Australia - RBA Oct 01, 2019

AUDUSD -0.1 1.5

GBPUSD 0.2 2.4 New Zealand - RBNZ Sep 24, 2019

USDCHF -0.2 2.1
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